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Brand New Book. This comprehensive and established book - first published in German - explains
the new approach of law and economics to civil law. Written by two of Europe s leading scholars in
the field, it provides a thorough yet accessible economic analysis of tort law, contract law and
property law, with particular emphasis placed on legal cases and doctrines from civil law. The
authors first review the basic concepts of both normative and positive economics and their links to
institutional economics. They move on to develop the economic rationales of tort law and examine
the different concepts involved. They also investigate contracts, especially sales contracts, quasi
contracts, and pre-contractual duties which play a prominent role in civil law countries. Finally, they
provide a comprehensive overview of the economic functions and legal forms of property law.
Throughout, the authors analyse and evaluate the complexities of civil law using economic theory,
and clearly demonstrate that the legal forms found in civil law frequently serve the purpose of
increasing a nation s wealth. This outstanding volume is the first law and economics textbook that
concentrates on civil law....
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Reviews
Thorough manual! Its this kind of excellent study. It really is writter in straightforward terms and never di icult to understand. I am very happy to inform
you that this is basically the very best pdf we have read through during my individual existence and could be he greatest ebook for possibly.
-- Dr . Ar no Sa uer Sr .
It is fantastic and great. Sure, it is actually play, nonetheless an amazing and interesting literature. I realized this ebook from my dad and i recommended
this pdf to find out.
-- Gunner La ng
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